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DISTRIBUTIVE  SUBLATTICES  OF A LATTICE

M.   KOLIBIAR

Abstract. There are given necessary and sufficient conditions

for a subset of a lattice L (or of a complete lattice L) to generate a

distributive sublattice of L (or a completely distributive closed

sublattice of L).

1. Introduction. In the paper [4] by B. Jónsson, conditions for a subset

of a modular lattice to generate a distributive sublattice are given. In

the present paper there are given necessary and sufficient conditions for

a subset of a lattice L (or of a complete lattice L) to generate a distributive

sublattice of L (or a completely distributive closed sublattice of L).

As a corollary we get the result of G. N. Raney [6] and H. F. J. Lowig [5],

2. Notations. (Cf. [5].) Given a function/ Rf will denote the range off.

If /is a set, (a{\ieJ) denotes a function on / with values a,. Its range

will be denoted by {at\i e J}. If F is a mapping from a set / onto a set of

sets, Yl F denotes the cartesian product of F, i.e. the set of all functions

íh-»/(0 (ieJ), where /(/') g F(i). The sign Ylisj A- means the same as

n04¿|¡' g/). If S is a set of sets, T~[ S denotes the set of all functions t on

S with values t(X) e X for every element X of S. Hence

Y\s = Y\(X\XeS) = Y\x.

If X is a subset of a complete lattice L, f\ X and V -^ are> respectively,

the meet and join of the elements of X. Given elements a{ (ieJ) of L,

Aiej at and VieJ u,- mean /\ {at\i eJ) and V W,\ieJ], respectively.

3. A complete lattice L is said to be completely distributive if for every

function (Af\ieJ), A¡<^L,

(D A V^ = vÍA/(0|/en^}.
ieJ HeJ ieJ        I

(2) VA4 = A ¡V/(0|/ell4-
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These identities are equivalent with the relations

(10 AV¿*=vÍA/(0|/eEUíl
ieJ U'eJ iej        '

(2') VA^ = AÍV/(0|/eil^}.
ieJ WeJ ieJ       i

since the converse relations are obvious.

Remark 1. Let S be a subset of a complete lattice. The following

conditions are equivalent.

(a) (1) holds for every family iA,\i eJ) of subsets of S.

(b) For each set M of subsets of S

A v x = V   A KX).

An analogous assertation holds for the identity (2).

Proof. Obviously (a) implies (b). Suppose (b) holds. Let J0 be such a

subset of J that the functions iAÁieJ) and iAi\ieJ0) have the same

range and the second function is a monomorphism. Then, by (b),

A V^ = VÍA/(0|/er]>;)-

Since to each function /e \~[jej A¡ a function g eTIíeJ A¡ exists such

that AieJJii)= A 6j gii) we get

VÍA/(0|/en^] = VÍA/(0|/en^i

Combining this with the obvious relation /\ieJ V A,= /\iej0 V At we

get (1'), hence (1).

A lattice L is distributive if one of the identities (1), (2) holds for finite

/ and Aj.

Lemma 1.   Let H= Y[iA,\jeK) and let (p.H-^-Kbe a mapping. Then

e <piH) exists such that {hij)\h e H, <pih)=j}=-Aj.

Proof. If the conclusion is false then Bj=A¡—[hij)\h e H,

<pih)=j}7*0 for each y e K. By the Axiom of Choice, h0e H exists such

that h0ij)eB¡ for every j e K. Fory0=ç>(/z0) we get h0ij0)$Bh, a con-

tradiction.

In [5] and [6] it is proved that one of the identities (1), (2) implies the

other. By a similar argument as in [5] a stronger result can be proved :

Theorem 1.   Let S be a subset of a complete lattice L. Then (1) holds
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for each function (A¡\i eJ), Aj^S, if and only if for each such function (2)

holds.

Proof.    We shall show that (1) implies (2). Consider the elements

" = VA4
i£j

b = /\{ V/(01 /e ft ¿Á = A ( V Rf I fe u a]
and

c = v   A t(X),
ien.V XeiV

where N={Rf\fe YljeJ AA. By assumption, è=c. Hence it suffices

to show a^.c. This follows immediately from the following assertion.

(3) To every t e T\ N there exists i e J such that A^Rt.

This assertion follows immediately from the Lemma 1, if we define to

a given / the mapping cpt of the set H— T\ (A¡\j eJ) into J as follows.

Given he H, cpt(h) is an index y such that t(h)=h(j).

This proves the theorem.

Corollary 1 ([5], [6]). In a complete lattice the identities (1) and (2)

are equivalent.

By the same argument as in Theorem 1 we can prove

Theorem la. Let S be a subset of a lattice L. Then the identity (1) holds

for every finite family (AA\i eJ) of finite subsets A{ of S if and only if for

these families (2) holds.

Lemma 2.    Let S be a subset of a complete lattice L such that (1) holds

for each family (A¡\ieJ) of subsets of S. Let P¿ (/=1, 2) be subsets of L
such that each element of Tx (T2) is a meet (join) of some elements of S.

Then the identity (1) holds for each family (A^ieJ) of subsets of Tx and

T2 too. A similar assertion holds for the identity (2).

Proof. In view of Theorem 1 and the duality it suffices to show that

(1') holds for the elements of 7\. It will be convenient to express (1') in

the form (we set Ai = {ai_,\j e KA)

(1") A V o,.,á V AaiMi),
içj jeK¡ (pe® ieJ

where ai}eTx and Q>= YJiej K^. Since for each a{JeTu a(i =

A*zc -bit'', where bx¿ ' e S, we have to show

a = A V   A ti;' Í V A    A   b**** = b.
ieJ ieKi «eCij <pe<t> ieJ aeC,-^,,,
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By the assumption and Theorem 1,

V   A KJ = A   V &&>,
ieK( xeC¡j heH¡ ieK ¡

where Ht= fifes:,- Q.i- Using (1) we get

a - A A   V *&>

A V *&,
(<.A)eU<E/(WXH{)  ¿e/<f¡

= V A        &Ä»
tpe* (i,A)eU<6/({i>Xir¡)

= V A A «•■*»»,
welt ieJ hell (

where f is the set of all functions y on  \JieJ ({i}xH() such that

y(z, /z) e AT,- for each h e H(. To prove a_/> it suffices to show:

Let f eT. There exists tp £ <P such that

(4) A¿>Í<S=    A    i>^(<)   for each ieJ.
Zieff, neCiVii)

Pick z £/ out. We apply Lemma 1 to the set H{= T~[ (CÍ3|y e K{) and to

the mapping cp' -.H^K, defined by faih) = y>i¡, h). Then there isy0 £ faiH/)
such that CLJo = {hiJo)\h e Hi,fai, h)=j0}. Set ç>(i)=7o- If we define
99(f) in such a way for every i e J then each element bla'' occurring on the

right side of (4) (for a fixed i) occurs on the left side, hence (4) holds.

Theorem 2. Let S be a subset of a complete lattice A and let L*(5)

be a closed sublattice (c/. [1]) of A generated by S. L*iS) is completely

distributive if and only if for every set M of subsets of S one of the following

identities holds.

(5) A V x = V    A KX),
XeM fen M XeM

(6) V A x = A    V KX).
XeM leUM XeM

Proof. Obviously the condition is necessary. Suppose S satisfies (5).

Then (1) holds in S (see Remark 1). Let 7\ be the set of all meets of sub-

sets of S and T2 the set of all joins of subsets of Tx. Then T2 is closed under

arbitrary joins. According to Lemma 2, T2 is closed under arbitrary meets.

Hence T2=L*(S). Applying Lemma 2 successively to T^ and T2 we

conclude that 7\ and T2 satisfy (1) as well as (2) (by Theorem 1).

By a similar argument we get
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Theorem 2a. Let S be a subset of a lattice A and let L(S) be the sub-

lattice of A generated by S. L(S) is distributive if and only if one of the laws

(5) and (6) holds for finite sets M affinité subsets of S.

Corollary 2. The sublattice of a lattice A generated by its three

elements x, y and z is distributive if and only if the median equality

(1) (x A y) V (y A z) V (z A x) = (x V y) A (y V z) A (z V x)

and the six equalities arising from the equalities

(8) x A (y V z) = (x A y) V (x A z),

(9) x V ( v A z) = (x V y) A (x V z)

by permutations, are satisfied.1

Proof. One can easily check that the equality (5) for the elements of

the set {x, y, z} reduces to those given in the Corollary 2.

Remark 2. None of the seven equalities in the Corollary 2 can be

omitted as the examples of lattices in Figures 1 and 2 show. (The first

example was communicated to the author by J. Korec.) In these examples

all considered equalities hold except (7) in the first case and (8) in the

second. The independence of the other equalities follows by symmetry

and duality.

Figure 1 Figure 2

1 The proof of Theorem 11.12 [1] seems to be based on the conjecture that in Corollary

2 the equality (7) can be omitted.
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Proposition. To any natural number n^3 there exists a lattice L

and an n-element subset Se L which does not generate a distributive sub-

lattice ofL but any proper subset of S generates a distributive sublattice ofL.

Proof (see [2, Remark 1.2]). Let M be the set of all «-tuples a=

(a-i, a2, • ■ ■ , an) («^3) of integers such that ax+a2+- ■ -+an is even.

Let ©, (15Í/^h) be the equivalence relations on M defined as follows.

a 0¿ b if and only if a¿=/)¿. The set S={Qlt • • • , 0„} does not generate

a distributive sublattice of the lattice of all equivalence relations, since

01v(02A---A0B)=(01v02)A(01v03)A---A(01v©n) does not hold:

If a=(0, 0, • • ■ , 0), b = (l, 1, 0, • • • , 0) then a (0^0,-) b for each
Ki^n but a [01V(02A- • -A0J] b does not hold. But any subset T of

5 with «—1 elements generates a distributive sublattice: It can be readily

seen that the set T is absolutely permutable, hence it generates a Boolean

sublattice (see [2, Definition 1.5 and Theorem 4.2]).

Added in proof. Corollary 2 has been proved by O. Ore, Vierteljschr.

Naturforsch. Ges. Zürich 85 (1940), p. 4. The question of independence

of the conditions in Corollary 2 has not been considered by O. Ore.
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